
Walking The Line

Stepping back.  
Stepping back far enough to study the social patterns now growing out of this more-than-

a-decade-long call for the unlimited creation of a deregulated school choice. 	

Stepping back far enough to get an inclusive look at overall national outcomes. 
Well, if you took the time; if you made the effort; if you thought it necessary to analyze 

the bigger picture?  
You could actually locate, and then walk alongside, a definitive line of social 

“progress.”*  You had to work at it; you had to fight your way through the flashily distracting and 
ever shifting smoke screens.  But if, in keeping your bearings, you stayed true to your course?  

You could navigate an unmistakably linear arrangement.  
If you stuck with it, refusing to look away – you could see:

1. 	
 The repeated, chaotic destabilization of test-score reformed and loudly maligned 
	
 traditional low-income-neighborhood public schools: an invasive destablization 
	
 immediately followed by the assertive demand for a public listing of punitive 
	
 school-	
score-amalgomated “grade the school” labels. 
2. 	
  The subsequent promotion and creation of out-of-neighborhood, limited-seat 
	
 application-only “magnet” schools. 
3.   	
 The highly advertised call for the sudden construction of loudly endorsed small/charter 
	
 schools immediately followed by a decade-long cycle of shutting down, reopening, 
	
 invading and restructuring these very same politically weakest schools in a nobody- 
	
 held-accountable, never-ending-loop of publicity where all activity might be lauded as 
	
 the benevolent test-score-based reform of a “broken” system.
4.  	
 The growing solicitation for the development and protective financial maintenance of 
	
 small grant-money-dependent, limited-seat/limited-services choice schools; schools then 
	
 defensively supported through the disproportionate dissemination of a governmentally 
	
 “competitive” funding.
5. 	
  The sudden escalation of outsider-financed advertising campaigns presenting the ever 
	
 more poignant demand for the ongoing creation of additionally exclusive limited-seat, 
	
 charter/choice/voucher schools combining simultaneously with an accelerated national 
	
 endorsement for “philanthropically”-funded, outsider-curriculum-controlled, limited- 
	
 seat/limited-services, deregulated (not- subject-to-state-law) “public” schools. 
6.   	
 The increasing political push for, and veneration of, public-tax-money vouchers            
	
 (often presented evasively as “scholarships” and/or “tax credits”) slated to be used only 
	
 in non-public, non-unionized, privately exclusive schools; a political push 	
orchestrated to 
	
 coincide directly with the added creation of ever-more-elite,  limited seat/limited- 
	
 services, lottery/voucher/charter options.
 7. 	
 The national aggrandizement of outsider-funded limited-seat/limited-services high- 
	
 scoringly “good” programs precipitating the increased elimination of 
	
 democratically-financed, locally-accessible, neighborhood-friendly “bad” schools.
8.	
  The aggressive production of seat-restricted/limited-services good schools dovetailing 
	
 neatly with the test-score-mandated closure of “underused” all-student-inclusive culture- 
	
 protective schools located inside poorest – and heaviest minority – neighborhoods. 



9. 	
 The ever more legal, ever more tolerated in-school-ticketing and negative-record- 
	
 building criminalization of non-standardized, curriculum-unassimilated, test-score- 
	
 labeled, choice-school-rejected, school-desert-displaced, gang-line-crossing unwanted 
	
 children.
10. 	
 The rampant assembly and subsequent governmental subsidy of a quota-based, private- 
	
 enterprise, funding-per-body, recidivism-dependent, heavily-lobbied, Build-The-Bed-An- 
	
 Inmate-Will-Come prison-industrial complex.† 
11.	
 The dramatically increased social separation of racial and cultural classes.
12.	
 That “post-racial” America conundrum: solved.
13.  	
 That strategically concealed choice school reform goal? 
	
  Accomplished.º 

*What many As-A-Democrat-I-Believe-In-Progress voters find confusing is how far so many Progressive actions 
often are from truly inclusive ideals.  In theory well-meaning, much too often the “progressive” theory of a social 
reform is simply euphemism for “Being Exactly Like Me.”  Willing to see the world only from a middle-to-wealthy-
class locus likely to produce a disconnected “compassion,” much progressive effort has no ability to see either 
problems or solutions from any platform other than that of the-world-can-only-get-better-when-everyone-looks-and-
acts-just-like-me.  And it is thus that we arrive at our modern-day “progressive” approach to social order: a social 
order which not only allows, but encourages, the ignoring, punishing, rejecting and ultimate incarcerating of anyone 
who, for one reason or another, does not comply.

†Take a moment to compare incarceration rates for the United States and other of those countries we love to label as 
being “dangerously intolerant.”  You may well be surprised.  In the past half century incarceration in the USA has 
become the go-to solution for a growing number of social problems, including the simple fact of being too poor to 
pay for the rising costs of running our ever more necessary courts.
(And how convenient, in truly modern days, to begin the argument that school districts should no longer be held 
responsible for educating any of those students whom we have now so massively decided to imprison.)

ºMore than a few “public” choice schools now present themselves as being adamantly public when it comes to 
receiving a public funding, but then argue loudly and emphatically that they are non-public when it comes to being 
subject to the rules caefully written into regulatory public (state) statutes.


